
Already our winter has proved to be a challenging one with at least two “true Michigan winter months” to go. 
It is not even February and we have already canceled four school days district wide for weather-related events. 
Therefore, I wanted to take this opportunity to explain many of the factors that contribute to the decision to 
close schools. 

Canceling a day of school is a decision that is not made lightly. The two most common reasons to cancel 
school are for building issues, such as power outages, or weather-related issues. Canceling school due to a 
building issue is an easy decision; it's the weather-related ones that can be difficult. Members of our 
transportation staff spend time driving the roads, sometimes as early as 1:00 a.m., to determine whether road 
conditions are such that our buses can safely transport students. Our district covers more than 83 square miles 
and encompasses both paved and dirt roads. Often the main roads are fine but the back roads and subdivision 
roads are more challenging. I will also drive the roads if I believe there is a need. 

While our staff members are driving the roads, conference calls with other county superintendents, a 
meteorologist and the Road Commission take place to share and discuss current and predicted weather 
conditions. You may see that some schools in the county close when we do not, and that is because of the 
varied conditions throughout Oakland County. For example, oftentimes districts may have trouble with their 
bus fleets starting, while our mechanics and drivers have buses ready and running early on cold mornings.   

When making the decision to cancel school, I am aware parents need as much time as possible to make 
arrangements for childcare. There are times this decision can be made the prior evening when conditions are so 
bad that it's apparent there will be little change in the morning. However, that is not usually the case, and I try 
to make the morning decision as early as possible to notify parents and staff. 

Cold weather is a factor when canceling school, but this factor is a part of our Michigan reality. The threshold 
is usually if the temperature with wind chill factor is 25 degrees below zero. Negative 25 degrees is when the 
National Weather Service moves from an “advisory” to a “warning.” While subzero temperatures may only be 
an inconvenience for motorists, a warning from the National Weather Service means these conditions are 
dangerous for our children walking to school or standing at bus stops, especially when area traffic conditions 
create bus delays.  

Once the decision is made to cancel school, we notify the media stations, staff and parents through our Skylert 
system and post the notice on our website.  When we close school, all building activities are also canceled 
unless a determination is made later in the day for specific activities to resume.  This determination is very 
unlikely, and conditions must increase significantly for this to occur.   

The Michigan Department of Education makes allowances for six “Act of God” days for weather-related 
school closures; anything beyond that usually requires makeup days. In years past, the Governor has 
"forgiven" more than that and/or districts can make an appeal to the Michigan Department of Education. While 
the Governor has the authority, he most likely would not announce this until the spring. If this comes to pass, 
we will notify parents as soon as we have an indication of whether we have to make up any days. I hope this 
information is helpful. 

 

 

 

 


